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ARTIFACTS FROM SCATTERING

In a previous report about absorption flattening artifacts we mentioned the need to talk about potential errors coming
scattering.
The conventional approach to compensate for forward scattering consists in the possibility to move the sample as
close as possible to the photomultiplier tube window (38mm diam for the standard R-376) in order to increase the
solid angle collection1. Changing distance (and so acceptance angle) between the PM tube and the detector you can
somehow quantify the extent of the differential light scattering; this is also the base on which commercial accessories
have been developed (for example the Jasco SCAT-441).
Another approach for the same target was the fluoroscat cell2: a specially shaped cell filled with a fluorescent solution
surrounds the sample and captures all the transmitted and most of the scattered light. So the PM tube will measure the
fluorescent light generated by both transmitted and scattered components.
A further way was proposed3, in which fluorescent molecules are added directly to the sample.

But what’s effect of scattering in spectral shapes?
This is not so clear despite the fact that a few theoretical papers have been presented4 5 6.
In some recent papers you’ll find that scattering is felt as the reason for presence of CD bands without any
corresponding absorption7 or change of relative intensities between bands8.
Dealing with membrane proteins scattering is usually present and felt as responsible of spectral differences9 10 11 even
if more recently spectral changes have been attributed to differences in the dielectric constants of the surrounding
hydrophobic environment12.

Can we reduce scattering?
In several cases proper sample preparation may reduce the scattering  ….. sample centrifugation, sonication or use of
refractive index matching solvents may minimize the effect.

Can we measure scattering component?
Geometrical approaches are possible: see for example here enclosed a poster presented years ago at 7th CD conference
in Mierki, Poland in Aug 1999: while UV operation may be limited (in any case it’s necessary to use a very good
quality lens) the device is very simple.
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